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The little sharp vexations 
And the briars that cut the feet, 
Why not take all to the Helper 
Who has never failed as yet? 
Tell him about the heartache, 
And tell him the longings too, 
Tell him the baffled purpose 
When we scarce know what to 
Then, leaving all our weakness 
With the One divinely strong, 
f orget that we bore the burden 
And carry away the song. 
—Phillips Brooks, 
JUNE 5,1923 
No. 17 
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ECHO STAFF FOR 1923-24 ithe religious leaders who nailed the Pennsylvania Auxiliary of Taylor 
_____ Jesus upon the cross." University in honor of 'the guest from 
To give our alumni and friends the He then treated his subject under that state. As ain enthusiast for Tay-
first glimpse of next year's Echo the following points: < - lor and a faithful servant of God, 
S/'aff we now introduce you to those First. Paul did not receive his gos- Mr. Tressler greatly encouraged the 
who have been elected: Pel from men but by revelation. Gal. Auxiliary in a brief address. 
Editor-in-chief, Edwin Briggs 1;12. No preacher can get his mess-
Associate Editor, S, A. Witmer from men; he must have a direct ^ FRIEND OF STUDENTS 
1st Assistant Associate Editor, M. revelation of the truth to his own ^ND ONE LOVED BY THEM 
Louise Smith heart. Then, and only then can he 
2nd Assistant Associate Editor, Bas- P'each with liberty and power. No The greater of the Echo 
il Osborne school can give a preacher this mess- reacfers ^ haye many pleagant re_ 
Report Editor, E. M. Buffington age. The school will give you many collectiorls when we menit.ion the 
Literary Editor, M. Hessenauer fine and useful things but do not name of professor jra B peavy. 
Local Editor, Dorothea Leech permit it to rob or deprive you of a who ^ hjm Qg 
Chro. and Numerous Editor, Mildred revelation of your message from ^ a frjen Qr ^ 
OrtliD- heaven. , . ... ^ c t mL 1 • words are more significant than his, 
Alumni Editor, Dorothy Spaulding Second. The gospel ,s a saver of life m 
AthloUf. RHWnr 1 T, Mflfjpn unlto llfe, or of death unto die at h. It 
Business Manager Lewis Daughen- is the g°sPel that divides the world. ^ou can readily conclude that the 
' ' The rejection of ithe life-giving truth reason for the love which Taylor 
' a!l..n-iiOiiirr a r Tknmn. makes it death unto the unbeliever. f°lk have for this man was not, born 
8 ' Third. This gospel is a hidden gos- of enthusiasm or popularity, when we 
SOn pel, IlCor. 4:3. Not hidden to the g've you the lines found in Union 
Subscription Mgr., Gilbert Ayres common people but to theological College's annual for 1923. 
Circulation Mgr., Raymond Squire dispu!ters who have lost the pure gos. ' Because of his never-tiring service 
Ass't. Circulation Mgr., David Has- pe] jn the megheg of !their the0ries to the college, his reverence for his 
brouck ancj dodtrines. work, his way of winning students 
It is impossible to reproduce a to remain in school when everything 
PROFESSOR SHAAV'S sermon with inspiration and accur- S?oes wrong; because of his inviting 
MESSAGE acy, but the above gives the note sm'le which always seems to say; 
. sounded. To many it seemed a note come nearer, I want to help you; and 
It was the pleasure of 'the old stu- rarely sounded, and as young preach- because of the beautiful Chritian 
dents and professors to enjoy a brief ers in the Ministerial Association, our '"e he lives among us, 
visit from our highly esteemed Pro- hearts caught the fire and vision, and We dedicate Volume IV of the 
fessor Shaw for a few hours on Wed- we say with Paul, "woe is unto me Stespean to Professor Ira B. Peavy.,' 
nesday, May 23. Arriving on the noon if I preach not the gosipel." p, j). 
train and leaving at midnight, he did —H. E. K. 
not have much time to spare but we REV. W. E SHEPARD 
were careful to see that he received SOME WELCOME GUESTS VISITS TAYLOR 
a chance to speak. He preached at 
six-thirty in Society Hall and our .Among the recent guests at Taylor Rey w E ghepard a friend of Dl. 
hearts were stirred and awakened by University were the Reverend Mr. E. p^ visited the £,c,hc/ol (jn M 24th' 
the simple yet profound message. W. Davis, Mrs. E. W. Davis, and Ithe and brought the ch , m e 
The theme was "The Pauline Gos- Reverend R. L, Tressler. Mr. and Mrs The theme Qf hig discourge wag „HoU_ 
pel". Paul's gospel and Paul's theol- Davis, who were in Taylor University negg„_ Thjg great tmt,h wag „ d.g_ 
ogy were separate and distinct. His seven years ago, are now in the cussed by Rey Mr gheptard He 
gospel did not grow out of his theol- Christian and Missionary Alliance ghowed, that % WM a'gecond definite 
ogy but his theology grew out of his work at Vermilion, Ohio. Mr. Tressler, w()rk Qf grace fo|lowjng regeneration 
gospel. He never confused the two. who was graduated from Taylor in and that non.conformit to the world 
Paul is the master theologian and 1916 and from Drew Seminary in wag necegsary in order to Hve the 
there is no Christian creed or doctrine 1918, is now pastor oft he Christian jboijness 
that cannot be traced to Pauline and Missionary Alliance Church in ' ." . 
thought Few people comprehend this Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Thf /°llow'"g a5e a few thoughts 
. . f L _ no ed during the discussion: 
distinction and consequently there is On Thursday evening Mr. Tressler 
much so-called gospel preaching that delivered the message in the general 11 l,ma"s 12.12, Paul is speaking 
has not a grain of gospel in it. prayer meeting. His message embodi- 10 0 s w ° aie Chiistians for he 
What was Paul's gospel? The ed the thought that the world' is *,he|" brethren and speaks of the 
answer is twofold, and in his own going at a great speed, but that God meiues ° • 
words: "Christ died for our sins and has a speed that can excel it. He ex- Secondly, they are Christians for 
rose again for our justification." This horted us, therefore, to submit our- teUs Ithem to give their bodies, 
is the simple gospel and to-day the selves completely to God in order that which requires the motive of love 
common people hear it gladly. The He may work through us alt a rate and the unregenerate heart does not 
common people never oppose the gos- that is more than a match for the have the requisite, 
pel. Then, as to-day, the religious world. "Thirdly, they must have been 
teachers persecuted and stigmatized On Friday a dinner was given in Christians for he told them that it 
the gospel. "Never forget that it was the home room of the dining hall by (Continued on page 17.) 
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A LAYMAN'S CALL TO THE 
MINISTRY 
Dr. E. L. Eaton 
Text: 2 Cor. 6:1. "As workers to­
gether with God." 
Text: John 15:16. "I have sent you." 
That are lives are ordered by the 
Lord has good foundation in both the 
teachings of Paul's Epistles and those 
of our Lord Jesus. More than once we 
find Paul exaulting in the conscious­
ness of a divine call—and where he 
is led by the Spirit to place a true 
dignity upon life and life's work we 
hear him in such words as our text: 
"As workers together with God." The 
fifteenth chapiter of John's Gospel is 
a most wonderfully illuminating chap­
ter on the subject of a "Fruit-bearing" 
or, if you will allow me a liberal in­
terpretation, upon a "Successful Life." 
Jesus refers to several outstanding 
factors in a successful life in that 
chapter which it would be well to 
study in the light of my subject. But 
I will not mention them now. , . , .„ - „ . , , which will fall far below the man-
Under Divine Appointment to Succeed mum. This is the other factor in a 
Jesus knew that all down through successful life; "To feel a divine ap>-
the history of the human family there pointment to a great and noble task." overcome every handicap. 
would be serious problems and over- Jesus himself felt this—Paul felt it— no^ because (they lack pjrepara-
whelming difficulties to encounter.. He Others have felt it, and it's your tion> opportunity, skill or tools. If 
knew men would get discouraged, privilege to feel it and to work on they have a sufficient motive they 
DR. E. L. EATON 
Field Secretary of 
Life Service Department 
in a great worth-while program and 
they will be at their best. Education 
will be more than mere training—-
Caesar will me more than Caesar—-
Mathematics will be more than Math­
ematics^—Art will be more than Art— 
Science will be more than Science. In 
the light of a great task ahead it will 
all have a new meaning, a new value. 
Training In A New Light 
But is this a fundamental factor in 
the successes and achievements of 
History? How do we measure Luther? 
Nat by his scholarship, nor by his 
leadership, nor by his piety. It was 
that mighty incentive in his life that 
made him almost irresistible and a 
peer as a great reformer. You can 
say the same thing of Wesley, of 
Knox, of Carey and of Livingston. It 
is no less true of Lincoln and of 
Gladstone. These men were fired1 with 
a great motive that carried them over 
every obstruction, and helped them 
to solve every problem. They them­
selves were well nigh unconquerable. 
They felt the urge of a great task, a 
divine call. 
No Standard Rule for Success 
Give men purpose and they can 
Men do 
lose heart, give up, lie down and die. the thrilling impulse of it. 
He knew that there would be room A Great Compulsion 
in human experience for that old 
doctrine of fatalism. If a man were .this world by the quality and the 
to succeed he would succeed. If he gjze (,f ),js motive. No man can run 
will secure every one of these neces 
sary to succeed. The greatest teacher 
. , that ever taught never gave the 
You can measure a man s might in , , , T , ,, . , , i. . T world a manual. Jesus never had' a 
book on methods, or on ways and 
were to fail, he would fail and he far and long withoul a main spring. ™ans and a book on methods is the 
couldn't help it. If a man were ito be A cloger study of the minjstry of our '"f 8 W' ma" 
saved, he would be saved, and if he Lord reveals that from earliest boy- e™r succeeded well. We are 
were to be lost, he would be lost and hood he ,had the sense of a great com. a11 't0° different, no one can tell you 
all he could do would not change the pulsion llpon Him. We hear Him say- JUSt \ ^ e ,S "° s^an^ar<i rule 
, 1 NR ronni r>r TN T* CIIPPOCC L\L r\ thrn QTTHI' 
divine decree. jng a£ twelve years, "Wist ye not, 
Jesus knew this, and with one state- that I must be about my Father's 
menit wiped out forever room for such business." A great motive is the 
conclusions. He reverses the whole bridge across the intervening years 
order of man's existence and says, "I when someone overhearing him one 
have chosen you and placed you." day exclaimed: "How hath this man 
You have not chosen yourself, nor letters, having never learned." And, 
are yourself responsible for the call, again, "He taught them as one having 
You are under divine appointment, authority, and not as the scribes." 
You are where you are because I And, "The common people heard him ing out unless you go deeper than 
have placed you there. And my pur- gladly." The connection is very ap- methods. Our young people come home 
pose in placing you where you are parent; the mightiest factor in bring- from our institutes with their note-
is that you should bring forth fruit. jng out potentiality was his from the books full of scribbles, sometimes you 
This was not said to a class of preach- very first, and this we must not over- can read them, and sometimes you 
ers only, but to Christian disciples, look as it relates itself very vitally can't. Then they get cold, and scrib-
Therefore, it's the privilege of every to growing men; and especially to bles do get. cold you know, at least 
Christian living in the 15th chapter of the education of the young people in that is the history of most institute 
John to feel that he is on a divine our Christian churches. Give our and convention scribbles. What our 
mission, under a divine appointment, young people the vision beside them young people need is to let, their 
and any Christian who is not sensing alt the desk, in our study halls, and notebooks, let their hearts catch fire, 
that, is living beneath his privilege all else will be easy. Let them be fix- and then things will happen. A man-
and living a life, the fruitage of ed with the sense of being a vital part ual is the easiest thing in the world. 
or receipt for success. No two ever 
tried the same rule well. But into the 
complexities of human individuality 
there may come a great heart urge 
that will make each of us masters of 
the situation, and will carry us along 
way toward our coveted goal. 
Motive or Method 
The secret of success is past find-
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It may be fall of ideas, but all quite Mister." Mr. Rice said, "Is that all death? This little room? This little 
worthless, unless you have motive. Al- you are doing?" "Yes, just making life you are living heie.? the cob-
most any kind of a program will go pins." "Making pins all of the time?" bier, arising to his full height and de-
better than yours, unless you have "Yes, just making pins eight hours a libera'tely blushing the shavings 
motive back of it. day—say, Mister, there goes one of from his leathern apron, opened 
Mark Twain once said to a company my pins around the corner down the door by his side and turning to 
of distinguished American citizens, there." Mr. Rice said he pointed to a the pastor said, Whenever I begin 
when they were discussing the build- Ford car. "Well, that was something to feel like that, I always open this 
lng of an American Navy, "Well, of an incentive; and I like that, but door. As Jowett looked out of that 
gentlemen, we can have one, because I am quite sure we don't need to stop door upon the wide, wide sea, spread-
we have got water enough to float here. But I hear someone else saying, ing endlessly before them he said, 
the thing." And that is the most im- "A full dinner pail, with the promise "Immediately that little room was 
portant thing about a program—mo- of a playspell." And, this too is fine, glorified by the vas'tness of its re-
tive enough to float it. The student But God never intend'ed that any laltionship.' A cobbler but more than 
needs motive, the workmen at the man should work on the strength of a cobbler—in the business of mending 
bench, the lawyer, the banker, the a fall dinner pail, or on the promise shoes but in bigger business. Jesus 
clerk, the farmer, the mechanic, all. of a play spell. once took a tent maker and made 
Why Men Fail It is God's plan that every man him a kingdom builder. He was still 
Do you know why men fail? They should be at his best, and a man's at fo the business of making tents once 
lack motive. Men are small weak and bis best when he works on the thrill- in a while, but bigger business was in 
inefficient, because they lack this 'n& impulse of a big worthwhile task, his heart, and all absorbing passion 
mighty factor in their work. Men do But you say, "What kind of a task for World Redemption. And perhaps 
not need efficiency and greater earn- is sufficiently worth while?" I think it was this that grew a little, narrow 
ing capacity1 they need motive. Give we have it at the very center of bigoted Pharisee into his gianthood, 
them the proper incentive, and the Christian Stewardship. Once let the and made Paul the tallest man since 
rest will take care of itself. Leave i!t "World Work" feel a vital personal Moses, 
to him to work out and don't worry, relationship to "World Redemption" a New Bible 
The man with the motive will keep and it has the spring of the Eternal Jn my fjrst church> a leading ]ay. 
you busy making room for him at in its soul, lifting and keeping it to man had absented himSelf from ser_ 
the top! That young man does not, its very best. V]Ce for weekg A revival was onj and 
lack funds, or an opportunity to get Relationship dlUring the alter call one night he 
an education—he lacks a dream; give "Relationship" is the word I want came hack to lesns and was reel nim­
bi- 'the vision and he will make you to use. Some six years ago the Christi- T Later L told me Zt among 
wonder how the way opens for him. an Herald had on its picture cover a other things that he settled up with 
One of our young men entered study that I will never forget. I got God was that he would become a 
Syracuse University with less than a sermon out of that study, and it Christian Steward, and tithe his in-
$15.00. He said, "Chancellor, I have was a sermon on Relationship—a Come. How that man "got, through", 
come 'to get an education—I have plowman was pushing his way across it's an old phrase but I like it, and 
$15.00 and a check." The Chancellor the field in the gray of early dawn rn teU yQu Hqw J knQw that ^ UgQt 
said, "Your $15.00 won't go far, let The marks of toil were on his face, through". He called me up over a 
me see your check." A"d W. E. and on his form> as he followed the paity telephone line the next morning 
Doughty quoted, My God shall sup- piodding oxen. The artist had left a (1? Qn ^ and one ljsten. 
ply all your needs, according to his beautiful picture of the Christ in ing in when they call the parsonage-
nches in glory. Hugh, the Chancel- faint outline walking by his side, morning news, you know). He said, 
lor said, You cannot go through xhere was nothing new ,to me that a "Fve got a new Bible up here this 
school on that. But four years after- farmer could have companionship morning, Elder." It's a pretty good 
ward he left school with a splendSd with Jesus in his work; but this was gj when a man>s a new Bjble 
iuw T n I H MW; a farmer C°Uld Share the Pas" An<*her reason why I knew that he What took him through? Motave He sion of the christ in World Redemp. UgQt lhrnugh „ He fnvited me t0 vis. 
felt a call to a great task. ad tion and still be a farmer A farmer, it him and set the day and said, "I 
dream" . . but more than a farmer! Want, you to bring all the family." 
.Different Motives A Little Room Glorified (He didn't like the preacher very well 
There are different kinds of "Relationship;" John Henry Jowett, before the alter call that night). And 
motive. I remember when "A full din-the great pastor preacher was once call- we went, and had a good time and I 
ner pail" was the slogan. And then fog upon a humble cobbler that liv- never saw a man in my life so initer-
some say, The Playground or Sat- ed by the sea. Jowett knew him to ested in his work as this farmer. He 
urday Afternoon Athletics." Some be a scholar, and a great soul, and could hardly wait until I had finished 
say, "The workman lacks the sense of sat down to engage him in conversa- my dinner—he wanted me to go to 
relationship to the finished product." tion. The room was small—light came the barn with him, and the first 
I heard Dr. Rice of Detroit give quite in from a narrow windowpane—the thing he said when we got outside 
an apt illustration of the necessity of tapping of the ptegging hammer grew the door, "Elder, God and I have gone 
tying the workman up to his finished monotonous and depression settled into partnership." He showed me the 
product. One noon he joined the men down upon the very soul of Jowett as improvements he was making. He 
at the factory doors and walked home he thought of the littleness of this showed me his dairy and the new silo, 
with one little mechanic. "Man, what man's life, its narrowness; and then He said, "Isn't it wonderful?" It was 
are you doing in there?" The little almost in agony he exclaimed, "My wonderful to him, and that goes a 
fellow said, "Just making pins, man, doesn't this almost crush you to (Continued on ne*t page.) 
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Charles Shilling, John Bugher, Miss 
Miriam Teed and others expect to 
motor from Ann Arbor, Michigan to 
Upland for the commencement ex­
ercises ait Taylor University, 
Miss Miriam Giles of Bloomington, 
Illinois, spent the past week visit­
ing relatives here. She is returning 
from a few weeks stay at Atlantic 
City where she visited Mrs. William 
Neilson, formerly Miss Ruth Ridout. 
Rev. Mr. Osborne of1 Howell, Mich­
igan spent part of last week with his 
daughter, Alice. 
Miss Edna Fletcher who recently 
graduated from the Chicago Evangel­
istic Institute spent the past ten days 
visiting at the home of her brother, 
Dr. George Shaw visited here last F. H. Fletcher. 
Wednesday and gave a talk to the — 
students in the evening. Mrs> Lucy Galberth of Burney is 
visiting old friends here. Mrs. Gal­
berth who formerly assisted in the 
work at the Dining Hall was much 
loved by the students. 
Mr. and Mrs. Davis, graduates of 
Taylor, who live at Eeulah Beach, Rev" and Mrs' C" C' Fruth and two 
Ohio were here Thursday and Friday children of Muncie attended the chap-
of last week. el service Sunday afternoon. 
Mrs. Harland Cleaveland entertain­
ed a few friends Thursday in honor 
of her guest Mrs. John W. Egan of 
Grand Rapids Michigan. Those who 
enjoyed the afternoon were Mesdames 
Blodgett, Lamale, Wray, Shilling and 
Misses Miller, Bothwell and Larson. 
Miss Audrey Faulder returned home 
last week from her year of teaching. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sedwick and 
daughters, Ruth and Culla Pearl, of 
Indianapolis and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. 
Krump and son of Gloversville, New 
York, spent a few days last week at 
the home of Mrs. Culla Vayhinger. 
Mr. Robert Tressler of the class of Miss Finster of Muncie visited 
'16 spent a few days here last week. friends here over Sunday- Miss Fin-
ster was a former teacher here. 
Miss Mildred Radaker and1 Miss 
Edith Gillispie spent Sunday at the 
home of Miss Mildred Whetsel of 
Dunkirk. While there they attended 
an anniversary of the dedication of 
the church. Miss Radaker sang a solo 
at the morning service. 
Miss Wilma Love was at her home 
at Sidney, Ohio, from Friday until 
Tuesday. 
John Shilling returned last week 
from Nyack, New York and spent a 
week with his mother here. He left 
Monday to work alt Charlevoix, Mich­
igan for the summer. 
Rev. W. E. Shephard addressed the 
students at chapel last Thursday. 
Miss Krarse and some friends from 
Chicago Evangelistic Institute visited 
Miss Alma Ktause Sunday. 
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Egan of 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, visited Prof, 
and Mrs. Cleaveland over the week 
end. 
Miss Mildred Kettyle with Mr. and 
Mrs. L. H. Jones spenit the week end 
in Fort Wayne. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mason and daughter 
of Fort Wayne, spent Sunday with 
Miss Lois Mason, 
Rev. Mc Clish a former student who 
has been in China as a missionary for 
several years, visited old friends this 
week. 
A number of music lovers attended 
the Oratorio "Creation" which was 
given at Berne Sunday evening. A-
mong the number were the following: 
Prof, and Mis. Blodgett, Prof. Fen-
stermacher, Mrs. Ella Faulder, Misses 
Sadie Miller, Eloise Abbey, Mabel 
Landon, May Skow, Mildked Ortlip, 
Helen Shoemaker, Messers Thomas 
Shilling, Ayres. 
Mr. S. A. Witmer was delightfully 
entertained Saturday evening, May 26 
alt a small party held in his honor at 
the home of Miss KlopfenStein at 
Grabill, Indiana. 
Prof. B. R. Pogue left Saturday for 
Chautauqua, Pennsylvania. He is at­
tending Conference now. He will be 
in Pennsylvania for about two weeks 
and in Virginia, New York and Mass­
achusetts and Vermont. He will be 
gone all summer. 
CALL TO THE MINISTRY 
(Continued from page 4.) 
long way toward making anything 
wonderful, and then I discovered he 
was keeping a surprise for me. He 
led me to the other end of the barn 
where he was installing a new hog 
yard. He said!, "I have always raised 
some ]5ork, but ffor a few weeks I 
have been talking to the Lord and I 
seemed impressed to put all my milk 
into pork this year, and I am buying 
all the pigs I can buy and not vealing 
a single calf. (This was in 1908—a 
study of the pork market will tell 
you why—he had been carrying a 
heavy mortgage for fourteen years 
and sometimes unable to pay the in­
terest). He went on saying, "I have 
always raised pigs, sometimes I took 
care of them, and sometimes I did­
n't, but this year it just seemed that 
something said to me, that I was in 
partnership. These were not my pigs, 
and I have taken the best care of the 
whole outfit." And, "Say", he said, 
"I have not lost a single pig this 
year." Then, he said, "You know they 
are MORE THAN PIGS to me this 
year." This farmer gave me my first 
lesson on Christian Stewardship— 
"more than pigs". There had come 
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to him a sense of vital relationship to of folks. The most wonderful thing One Sunday, not long ago, I was 
the great worth while task of saving about any village—any city any driving home from service with a 
the world. He was sharing the motive countryside—is the folks that are good man in New York state. He call-
that made the ministry of Jesus so there. Our Lord had a great undying ed my attention to a certain field we 
superb and so wonderful. There had passion, the noblest passion that ever were passing, and said that the field 
come into his life a passion for the throbbed in human hearts—that pas- has forty acres in it and if used to 
salvation of the lost. He was still a sion consumed him and made him take him four weeks to plough it. 
farmer but more. wonderful. Can we share that passion It was a big spring s work. I wanted) 
The Lord pity the man that is for the salvation of lost men and a tractor but. did not dare to buy 
just raising pigs. I know farmers who women—then our life will be wonder- one—could not afford it. Wife and I 
raise more corn to raise more pigs, to fnl. I like the word "ministry"—it is talked it over many times, always to 
buy more land, to raise more corn, a woncterful word when we apply it come to the conclusion that, we could-
then they put their corn into pork, to the profession—it takes us into n't alford it. But say, something hap-
and put their pork into cash., and put he very sanctuary of life's most peneu to me a while ago. My pastor 
their cash into land, and they want sacred things—wonderful! But no less preached a sermon on Christian Stew-
more! More! More! And some day wonderful when we apply it to men ardship, and gave and alter call. I was 
some one is going to put them into and women in the so-called humbler there with others, and I had another 
the land where they put so much walk of life- Be the man behind the "New Birth"" 1 went home and told "A 
cash and time and no one is going Plou£b> a,t tbe desk or anywhere else wife that I was going into partnership 
to miss them much. They were never —if he bas a sense of vital personal with God, and was going to buy a 
big enough to miss. The Lord pity the relationship to Jesus Christ in world tractor. She didn't think we could 
man with whom this world is chief- redemption, his work, his life, is the afford it, but it didn't seem to me 
ly a world of pigs, or pity the man ministry, that we could do otherwise; and the 
who is jusit a banker, just a lawyer, What I wish to convey is, that, the next morning bright and early I was 
or jus't a mechanic, or just a teacher, factor thatt will make your life work on 'be t'e'd with mv new tractor, and 
or just a preacher, with whom this the greatest success, is t.o keep sacred Ploughed all day. Jim lighted up and 
world is chiefly a world of gold and its relationships to the greatest thing ploughed all night, I ploughed the 
real estate and bonds. in the world—the biggest thing in next day, and Jim ploughed the next 
A World of Folks Chiefly tbe wor'd>—the sublimest thing in the niglt and then I finished the job on 
w,u T „ u := c world—the salvation of folks who are the following day. Afford it! Why, I With J^us this world as chmfly a ^ Dq affQrd tQ fae jt„ 
world of folks—folks who like sheep ; * c . , 
have lost the way-folks who need- mar\ htUe me"> b«* fa"ners, little This man lacked the venture, the dar­
ed saving back to the fold-folks who merchants, little bankers, little teach- '"g that was necessary for normal de-
had lost their inheritance, but who ers- b«e Poachers? Why, it is be- velopment, Gods intended develop-
might be restored to the image of ^se they never had a big job-the Now that man has gone into 
God. Could He save them? That was sm of bh* af is Httleness-give men Jigger business, and it has saved 
. something that will lift them up to hlm UP to a bigger life. Why doesn t 
worth more than anyt ing e se in t e )lbejr beglt> and you baye gayed tbem a man buy a tractor? Not because he 
world to Him. Did you evei stop o £rom a thOUsand sins. God's way of cannot afford' it, but because he does 
think how like us He was in t is le- g.rowjng men ig giye tbem a bjg not sense the size of his task. He 
spect? To most of us, a tei a , t e job> an(j tbe greatesit inSparation that doesn't have the confidence, doesn't 
most wondei ul t ing m our wor , come ;nto any man>g jjfe jg tQ fee] the urge, the worthwhileness of 
the most piecious t ing, t e o be jg vjta]jy related to the 'h he lacks a sense of relationship, Be-
homeStead, t e c 1 oo cajs, e "SUpreme Person in this World of 'ng too small, his life program does 
school days is, that it is a world of persong„ tQ bring back tQ God not demand it of him _he jg lhe vic. 
folks. You know the words, _ tim of a small program. 
"How dear to my heart are the scenes Chiefly What s Your Task 
of my childhood, Why are you going to work in the A Heaven Born Zest 
When fond recollections present morning-why to the office? Why to The biggest contribution one great 
them to view, the counter? Why to the shop? What Christian church has made to world 
There's the orchard, the meadow, 'the is your task? Chiefly, what's your redemption is not the contribution of 
deep tangled wildwood, task? Then I will tell you how well piles of brick, stone and mortar, but 
And every loved spot that my in- ^ou worL and whether you are los- it is the contribution of a big lifle-— 
fancy knew." 'na or w'nnin£- Men are often be- Hfe enriched and ennobled, because 
A Call to the Ministry " 7°rk.a^ need to challenge is commensurate with 
A Call y sense the thrill of an inspiring worth the program of our Lord, and that 
They will carry you back if you while task. pr()gram hgs wn thoufland gian,s 
will let them-they wdl carry anyone in the church the last four years, 
back but what, after all is the most Blow, breath of inspiration, blow! Stewardship is the greatest thing that 
wonderful thing about jour child- Shtke anl uplift this golden glow. went into tbe Centenary; and Stew-
hood? The most wonderful thing a- And fill the canvas of the mind nrricW u- *. „/• ,. „,;n , , •, n , n. -i, , ardship is 'the biggest 'thing that will 
bout my childhood was that it was a With wafts of thy celestial wine. u 
childhood of folks—Mother was back come out of the Centenary. Bu't oh, 
there—Grandmother was back there Blow, breath of song, until I feel tkat we m,gbt get the message of 
—and Brother and Sister. The most The straining sail, the lifting keel Stewardship! It's more than tithing, 
wonderful thing about anybody's The lift of the awakening sea It's a passion—a passion for a lost 
childhood is that it was a childhood It's motion and it's mystery." world and a paggion for a ,ogt world 
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1H "ALUMNI 
JOUKW 
ALUMNI AND FORMER 
STUDENTS 
Born on May 23, to Mr. and Mrs. 
E. J. Bennett (Peggy Rose Stauffer 
A '20) a baby boy, Edward James 
Bennett. Mother and son are doing 
nicely. 
The R'ev. E. W. Davis and wife vis­
ited Taylor a few days this week. Mr. 
Davis is now Business Manager of the 
National Extension Society of the 
Mis'ionary / lliar.ee Church. They aie 
located at Brlah Beach, Ohio. 
Mr. and Mrs, J. C. Burke White 
(Lauia Neff) both of 'the class of '22, 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl A. Fiddler, Miss 
Lillian Hines and Marshall Rackett, 
all former Ta,lor students, were grad-
i ated this year from the Missionary 
Training Course of the Missionary Al­
liance School, Nyack, New York. 
This fall Mr. and Mrs. White will 
sail for China, Mr. and Mrs. Fiddler 
for India and Marshall Racket for 
Africa where they will take up mis­
sionary work. 
Word was received last week of the 
marriage of Arthur C. Prust A. '22. 
Mr. and Mrs. Prust are living in 
Marinette, Wisconsin, where Mr. 
Prust has has a live and progressive 
church. 
Jacob William- Schrader, A '19 
took his A. B. from Washington Jef­
ferson College, Washington, Pennsyl­
vania on May 28, 1923. 
Misses Ieah Miles and Geneva Dick-
erson left Friday the 18th for Sworth-
mn-e, Pennsylvania. From there they 
will start on a concert tour through 
the east. 
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Maddox (Ruth 
Wray) moved1 to Marion last week 
where Mr. Maddox is employed as a 
Ford auto and tractor salesman. They 
are located on Marshall St. 
"The Rev. Charles H. Graf, age 48 
years, cf Be'esford, died at Sioux 
Falls hospital about 5 o'clock Sunday 
morning. He was striken a short time 
ago with advancing paralysis which 
finally caused his death. 
Mr. Graf was well known especial­
ly in Minuehaha county for his 
activities in community affairs. He 
was a Methodist minister and held a 
number of pastorates in this state. 
He was born in Loudenville, Ohio, 
in 1875. He came to South Dakota 16 
years ago to take up his work in Fair­
fax. Iiffer he was sent to Kimball. 
From there he went to Artesians and 
later to Gayville. Nine years ago he 
wrs sent ito» Hartford, S. D. and re­
mained there until la"'- October when 
he was sent to Beresford."—Taken 
from a South Dakota Paper. 
Mr. Graf was graduated from the 
English Bible Course at Taylor in 
1907 and immediately took up the 
pastoral work in South Dakota. 
Christian Stewardship furnishes this 
relationship, and imparts the supreme 
motive to labor and that motive 
makes labor a ministry. But when 
may we expect the church to sense 
Christian Stewardship. Stewardship is 
a child of the spirit-baptised life. The 
passion for world redemption comes 
with every personal Pentecost. Let 
the pastorate bring the church to 
Pentecost and then interpret its mean­
ing and you have saved the church to 
a glorious ministry. That word "Min­
istry" is a wonderful word. May it be 
to our lot to define it—to analyze it 
—to apply it, and to realize it, and 
the ampel rewards of it. The first 
and1 most important call to a life work 
is a call into vital personal com­
panionship with Jesus Christ and his 
a call into the ministry. 
"Work! Thank God for the might of it, 
Tie ardor, the urge, the delight of it, 
W ork' that springs from the heart's 
desire, 
Setting the mind and the soul on fire. 
Oh, what is so good as the heat of it? 
And what is so good as the beat of it? 
And what is so kind as the stern com­
mand 
Challenging heart and brain and hand? 
Wrok! Thank God for the pace of it, 
The terrible keen swift race of it, 
Thank God for a world where none 
would shirk, 
Thank Qod for the splendor of work." 
"For this is the Gospel of Labor, 
Ring i't, ye bells of the Kirk, 
The Lord of Love came down from 
above, 
To live with the men that work." 
leveals the trie value of money or 
of anything else in the light of sav­
ing it. And it, imparts a heaven born 
zest to succeed in whatever we are 
doing. 
What we need everywhere is men 
with motive, motives that are real, 
motives that are large and unconquer­
able—motive in the ministry; motive 
in the profession of teaching—motive 
in the world of journalism; motive in 
the shop; motive on the farm; 
motive! Big, compelling, undying, 
pture, then we will have results on the 
farm, results in the shop; results in 
the school, in the ministry, in pro­
fessional life, and "here can be no 
greater motive than that motive that 
was at the center of the ministry of 
Jesus, and that motive may be shared 
by all. It's His will that His church 
should have the all-consuming, all-
compelling passion for souls; there 
is no gieater passion, there is no 
greater motive. 
Pentecost and the Church 
That toil is a penalty is only partly 
true—that the penalty may be remit­
ted and toil rescued to a glorious 
heart-thrilling program, is apart of 
the redemption plan, and depends up­
on a sense of the relationship of toil. 
"Love is appreciated, not so much 
by what it does as by what i't longs 
and tries to do. 'For love is of God 
and he that loveth is born of God 
and knoweth God.' Love 'transfers the 
base charcoal of human nature into 
the diamond which rellects the radi­
ance of duty." 
"Judge men by their daily actions, 
no't, by their Sunday talk." 
"To love our friends is a work of 
nature, to love our enemies is a work 
of grace." 
"To be a great personality, one 
must be pia'tient in the doing of small 
goodnesses." 
"Endurance is the crowning quality 
and patience all the quality of the 
great." 
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MISSION WORK IN BURMA heathen worship, but here we are at ing them up the hill. We are hoping 
——— the world famed Pagoda, with ilts and praying that someone who has 
Thandaung, Burma, M. E. School formidable dragons at the entrance, some of the Lord's money will decidte 
March 23rd 1223 are not allowed to go inside un- to send us $800.00, which we will 
My Dear Friends: 'ess we remove our stockings and need in addition to the amount we re-
I know you are interested in mis- shoes. Due to the prevalence'of dis- ceived for our old cars, to purchase 
sion work, but I am anxious to in- ease this is not wise, so we gaze from a Ford truck. 
terest you especially in our little sta- the outside at the huge gold covered We will have to go to the bazaar 
tion here is Thandaung, so I am writ- spire and are filled with distress that fo buy our supplies before we start, 
ing to tell you about it. there has been such an outlay in hon- but I will not take you in for I fear 
When you make a tour of the world or of a god who sees not, smells not. you would lose your appetite. How-
I will expect you to visit me, and so and helps not. ever, we boil everything we gelt from 
that you may have some idea what gu(- as yOU are here to visit me the bazaar before we use it. Now we 
you will experience I will meet you and my work we musit hurry on to are ready to start up the hill 28miles 
in Rangoon today and take you on the railway station and take the noon to Thandaung. Most of the way the 
a little trip up country. tr&jn for Toungoo Some gQod fairies load is hedged in with dense jungle 
I will meet you at the docks early from h Migs-on houge have ided Sometimes trees fall across the road 
tu„ —~ ^ V., ,11- 14 „„1 4-nlrM nnir * . 1 ;1 1 14. „ 1 „ A 1 „ 4-... in the morning, but it will take sev­
eral hours before we can locate all 
us with a lunch to ealt and a jug and they have to be sawed in two and 
rolled away before we can continue 
your luggage, and get it on the ox- water and as eat we are looki^ 0ur journey. The scenery is wonder-
thing of Rangoon before leaving, so looking little Burma trains, as they 
1 am sure> as we go up higher into 
will htp°vnn to the W f" M seem hke toys compared to our tke cocd mountain air- R is a delight 
we will take you to the W. r. M. fL} change from the heat and dustt we 
S. home for breakfast,-yes, its break- mammoth trans-continentals, but they ^ left behjnd After about tw0 
fast, for they have had Cheta hazari get us there and that is the thing of &nd a half wg reach Qur degtin. 
(little breakfast) in their ruoms at chief concern. There is no one to 
7:00 in the morning. We have cau- ?sk for our tickets or any porter to altlon- Tke children are a a e 001 
tioned the cook to put no chillies in call trains, so we have to watch close- meelt us' and are a rousing 
the curry for there were some ly so we do not go beyond our station. shout of welcome to the American 
Americans "Mem Sahibs" coming to We reach our destination about 5:30. vlsitors- °h yes, you can unters an 
breakfast who are not used to eating It is not safe to start up the danger- ,vkat tkey sa-v' pjl ' 's 's an ng 
hot peppers in their food. ous mountain road at ni£bt, so we speaking school. The children aie 
Breakfast finished we shall borrow shall go .to the home of our good called Eurasians, for in most cases 
a motor from one of the men of the Baptist friends in Toungoo, who are the fathers are English and e 
Mission and: go for a sight seeing tour doing mission work with the Karens. mothers are Burmese or Indian. e 
over Rangoon. Of course you have We are always welcome, and in fact children dress in the same sty e o 
heard of the famous Shwe D'agon they have a room reserved for the clothing as American children. Many 
Pagoda and you will want to see that Methodist missionaries who have oc- of our children are orphans, and the 
first, but we will have to drive slow- casion to come to Toungoo. The mos- feeding and clothing problem is a 
ly thru the crowded streets where quitoes act like they are very fond of big one. It costs us $80.00 a year to 
scantily clothed: men and women of Americans, and are glad when we can care for one child. Previous to this 
Indian Chinese and Burmese races under our mosquito nets for the year more children have been taken 
are running to and fro. There is al- niSht- in than scholarships received, hence 
so a multitude of little naked child- All too soon lit is morning, and we 'the school is now in debt, so we are 
ren that have no other place but the must go in search of the mail car go- making a despara'te effort to keep 
public road for a playground. The ing to Thandaung. You see we have- the orphans we have and raise su 
street is also congested with rick- n't a car of our own. The two cars ficient funds to pay their expenses 
shaws, ghari drivers and ox-carts, and that the school had are all worn out this year. If we should fail we wi 
you will wonder how they escape be- and had to be sold as they were a be compelled to turn some away 
ing run over. As we go along we will constant drain on our purse for up- next year who have been here sev-
point out to you the various work keep. It is very unsatisfactory to have eral years. 
that the Methodists are doing for to depend on other people for a con- We prepare our children for high 
the different races of the city. You veyance, espiecially when the one de- school, have a trained teacher for 
have grown so interested in all this pended upon is an Oriental Jew. It each grade and a special music and 
that you will have forgotten that you is no concern of his if our vegetables latin teacher. You could not find a 
started out to see a place where the and other supplies all spoil in bring- brighter, more refined, polite group 
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of youngsters anywhere than our 
family of eighty. Oh yes, they have 
their faults, and it takes much pati­
ence and a lot of praying to 
keep them "in the way they should 
go." Religion is a natural thing for 
an Oriental, but it is a thing entirely 
apart from his daily living. So you 
see our task is to help 'them to a 
working Christianity. Following Easter 
we will have a week of revival 
services, and we are hoping and; pray­
ing that many of our children will be 
converted at, that time. 
You may ask' what I dio to keep 
busy. My work is to oversee the cook­
ing, help do the buying and help in 
the office. Sometimes the servants all 
get tired at one time and leave in 
the nighlt and go back to their 
villages, then we have to db the cook­
ing until another lot can be broken 
in. I teach two Bible classes each day, 
and have charge of the Sunday school 
for pur older children on Sunday, I 
also have a school garden, and with 
the assistance of our older boys we 
are trying to raise our vegetables. Be­
fore our school opened the 1st of 
March I made fourteen dresses for 
our orphans, as well as various and 
sundry other things. I bob the little 
girls' hair when needed, tie up1 sore 
fingers, pull teeth, settle disputes, 
mend broken, hearts, etc., etc., etc, 
There is plenty to do to keep me 
from getting lonesome. 
I could write much more, bult I 
think this .will give, you some idlea of 
a missionary's life in a hill station in 
Burma, I have as my co-worker an 
Iowa girl, Miss Amburn, and I find 
her very congenial and efficient. I 
am so thankful for such pleasant com­
panionship. Her days are just as full 
as mine, but we are happy to have 
a part in the Master's work in this 
needy field. 
Trusting you will remember us 
when you pray, and With love and 
best wishes, I am 
Sincerely your friend, 
Lela Kinltner 
"For want of self-restraint many 
men are engaged all their lives in 
fighting with difficulties of their 
own making, and rendering success 
impossible by their own cross-grain­
ed ungentleness; whilst others, it may 
be much less gifted, make their way 
easily and steadily and achieve suc­
cess by simple patience, equanimity 
and self-conitrol." 
Seventy-seventh Annual Commencement 
Program 
10 A. M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
10 
2 
7 
Thursday June 14 
P. M. Hill-Palmer Vocal Contest 
Friday, June 15 
Conference Sermon 
The Authority of the Bible, Dean Newton Wray 
Recreations and social hour 
Lecture on Holiness. Dr. John Paul. 
(Society Hall) 
Graduation Recital. Expression. 
Saturday, June 16 
Inter Society Contest 
Ciggy Oratorical Contest 
Conference Session 
Lecture on Full Gospel Evangelism 
Rev. Joseph Owen 
(Society Hall) 
Inter Society Debate 
8 P. M. 
A. M. 
.P. M, 
P. M. 
8 P. M. 
Sunday, June 17 
10:30 A.M. Baccalaureate Sermon Dr. W. G. Nixon 
(In the Upland M. E. Church) 
3 P. M. Meeting the University Seniors 
Conference Sermon 
"Beginning at Jerusalem" Rev.'John Thomas 
6:30 P. M. Program Voice Department 
"Creation" by Taylor University Choral Union 
8:15 P. M. Annual Sermon President John Paul 
Monday, June 18 
10 A. M. 
3 P. M. 
7 P. M. 
8 P. M. 
9 A.M. 
10 A. M. 
2 P. M. 
5 P. M. 
8 P. M. 
10 A. M. 
3 P. M. 
7 P. M. 
8 P. M. 
Rev. Joseph Owen Conference Sermon 
Kerr Oratorical Contest 
Special Lecture. The Middle-of-the-Road 
Message of Holiness Mrs. Iva Durham Vennard 
Graduation Recital. Expression. 
Tuesday, June 19 
Annual Meeting, Board of Trustees 
(President's Office) 
Conference Sermon Rev. T. C. Henderson 
Business Meeting, Alumni Association 
(Society Hall) 
Alumni Banquet 
Fine Arts Recital. Music and Expression Faculties 
Wednesday, June 20 
Graduation Exercises 
Commencement Address Dr. E. C. Wareing 
Conferring of Degrees and Diplomas President 
Missionary Pageant 
In charge of Mrs. Mary Gilbert Wray 
(Campus) 
Lecture on Evangelism Rev. Myron E. Taylor 
"Our Main Business" Dr. I. M. Hargett 
(Continued on page 11.) 
"In prosperity we make our friends; 
in adversity we test them." 
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~ we draw such conclusions. It is high 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO time ithat the leaders in our country 
Circulation this Issue 600 open their eyes and cover up the pits 
Published on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month, by the into which many of our young peo-
Taylor University Echo Company, Students of Taylor University, Upland, pie are falling. We believe this can 
Indiana, from October to June, both months inclusive. be done, if they will raise their spir-
Entered as Second Class Matter, October 15, 1913, at the post office at itual standard of living, and! strive 
Upland, Ind., under Act of March 3, 1879. earnestly to attain to that standard, 
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT for we have observe<i that the spirit-
Editor-in-Chief _ _ .... Francis H. Fletcher ual and' moral life of a nation or an 
Associate Editor . : George Stoddard individual run parallel with each 
Report Editor . ....... Lewis Daughenbaugh other, with the spiritual life as the 
Literary Editor Louise Smith governing force. 
Local Editor b. — - Helen v.ing Finally, the most dangerous short-
Chronicler and Humorous Editor Dorothea Leech cuts that an individual or nation may 
Alumni Editor ..._ , ...._ Lthel Morton take are the spiritual. The rich young 
Athletic Editor E arold Eaton ruler, who went away sorrowful from 
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT Jesus, who told' him what he must do 
Business Manager Dallas Albiight to inherit eternal life, tried to take 
Advertising Manager _..... Paul Kepple a shortcut. King Saul tried to take 
Circulation Manager _ Raymond Squire a shortcut when he offered a burnt-
Subscription Manager John i enbo offering contrary to the command of 
Terms—$1.25 per annum (18 issues) in United States, if paid before God. Ananias and Sapphira tried a 
Jan. 1, 1923; $1.50 per annum if paid after Jan. 1, 1923; $1.50 per annum to shortcut when they told a falsehood 
foreign countries. Single copies 10c. 
SHORTCUTS 
!to heter. It is always a serious thing 
for one to take a shortcut in his spir­
itual life, for he that "climbeth up 
some cither way, the same is a ithief 
and a robber." 
Today, we have many advocates, of 
shortcuts in religious life. They tell 
us that we do not have to be born a-
gain, that sanctification is not neces­
sary, and that church membership is 
a sufficient prerequisite to entrance 
into heaven. The great pity is that 
den1 s have impaired their usefulness myriads of people are being deceived 
by shortcuts. Perhaps, some do not by the enemy of their souls, through 
It is the natural tendency of hu- realize thslt practically nothing is the laws of suggestion and habit, to 
man nature to take the path of least ever gained without great effort. take these shortcuts and think that 
resistance; the road of least effort. The shortcuts that are noticeable in ' hey can &eb by . 
At almost every turn in life can be the moral life of our nation alt the May bbe Lord Srant us wisdom to 
seen the results of shortcuts. They present are deplorable. If we take a beware of Satan s trickery and help 
are frequently disastrous, sometimes historical retrospect of the different us av°id the mental, moral and 
causing severe injury or death. Thus countries and nations of the world spiritual shortcuts. 
the adVenterous person who thought that have arisen to heights of honor — 
that he could "get by" safely, as and usefulness and later have fallen God does not put angels into the 
others had done, is sometimes great- to ultter ruin, we will find that the pulpit, but poor weak men. The 
ly disappointed when he realizes that decline started at that point where angels do nolt know how sinful men 
he is ruined for life,. the moral shortcuts began. We fear are affected; but ministers of the 
Perhaps, we could profitably con- that our own nation is faslt following Church, chosen from men, know that 
sider some shortcuts that we have ob- the course of the countries of the well.,—Foerster. 
served in the realm of human nature, past that have not been free from — 
Men who have 'taken mental shortcuts moral guilt, and that unless we can Go not let us look a't one another 
are not a few. In this age of supter- have a revival of purity and chastity f°r the purpose of forming a char-
ficial thinking and reasoning it is that will transform tne lives of the acter for ourselves for relative re-
very easy to be contented with some- people in our high schools and col- spectibililty; judge everything by the 
one else's thought. The studtent who leges, in a few more decades our own standard of the sanctuary and by the 
is satisfied with the work of his mem- nation may go the way of the fallen balance of the altar.—Joseph Parker. 
ory alone will never advance far. His nations of the world. 
sensory activities lie dormant and his Some may think that we are pessi- There is no excuse for idleness, for 
life becomes unsymmetrically develop- mistic when we make such an anal- illiberality, for littleness, for mean 
edl How much more fruitful would be ogy, but, if they will secure statistics criticism; if you had seen God you 
the lives of many of us if we would concerning some of the immoral would have been pturified, and if you 
carefully observe the mental laws things that are occuring in our high had been purified you could not rest 
which are necessary for proper in- schools and other centers of learning without saying to God, Send me any-
tellectual development. Many stu- every year, they will not wonder that where, and send me now.—Selected. 
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CHRONICLES 
May 18—Philo Prograhm. "The life 
of a Methodist Minister." Echo and 
Gem staffs are elected for next year. 
May 19—Senior Reception given by 
the Juniors at the home of Dr. Paul. 
May 20—New York Gospel Team 
goes to Marion. 
May 21—Thelma Anderson gives a 
party in the Dining hall. Rice! Rice[ 
Rice! What did if mean? 
May 22—Miss Mabel Landon gives 
a voice Recital, assisted by Professor 
Eiteman, pianist. 
Ma,y 23—Several students go to 
Muncie to hear Qalli Curci sing, Pre­
sentation of picture of "Sammy Mor­
ris", which was painted by Mr. Ortlip. 
May 24—Rev. Robert Tressler, a 
former student, has charge of the 
regular college prayer meeting. 
May 25—The Pennsylvania stu­
dents have a dinner party in honor 
of Mr. Tressler. Thalo program, 'What 
do you know about Hymnology?" 
May 26—College Sophomore class 
have a picnic. Philo-Thalo base ball 
game. Rah!' Rah! T'halos! 
May 27—The Cosmopolitan Club 
have charge of the Sunday chapel 
service. 
May 28—We welcome guests from 
Anderson. The Dean looses his hat. 
May 29—Esther Atkinson gives a 
Piano Recital/assisted by her sister, 
Doris, Vocalist. 
May 30—Memorial Day. Classes 
and chapel until noon and then—Pic­
nics! Picnics! Picnics! Because you 
know what the Dean said. 
May 31—The Gems are out. 
JUNIOR-SENIOR 
RECEPTION 
The Class of 1923 has lived through 
many great d'ays and thrilling ex­
periences, but the greatest day ever 
experienced by that class was April 
26t,b, the Senior's "Come Out" day. 
Following this came another long to 
be remembered day when the Juniors 
paid due honor and respect, and ex­
pressed their appreciation and love 
for the Senior Class, in a formal re­
ception held at the home of Dr. John 
Paul on May 19th. 
Our guests, the honorable Seniors, 
Dr. and Mrs. Paul, Dean and Mrs. 
Ayres, and Prof, and Mrs. Pogue, 
were received at 7:30 p. m. by Ithe 
Misses Churchill and Rehme and1 the 
Messers McLaughlin, Briggs and 
Michel. The early part of the even­
ing was spent in writing autographs, 
while the orchestra favored us with 
choice selections. Punch was served 
during the evening. 
We were then invited to the dining 
rooms where delightful refreshments 
were served, after which Mr. Mc­
Laughlin gave a toast of welcome to 
which Mr. Pilgrim very enthus­
iastically responded. The Past of 
Taylor University was given by 
Dean Ayres, and we were all inter­
ested1 to learn that since her early 
days Taylor has changed in every re­
spect except one—the "slow race" has 
noit changed. Dr. Paul next presented 
a hopeful view of the Present situa­
tion and Prof. Pogue took us well in­
to the Future. 
It is needless to say that these talks 
were lively and interesting, and that 
we closed the evening feeling that it 
had been well enjoyed. 
—Reporter Class of '24. 
RECITAL BY 
MISS MABEL LANDON 
One of the finest artist recitals of 
the year was enjoyed on Tuesday 
evening, May 22, at which time Prof. 
Harlan W. Cleaveland of the voice de­
partment presented his talented pupil, 
Miss Mabel Landon. soprano, in a re­
cital. 
Miss Landon was assisted by Mr. 
Wilford J. Eiteman of the piano de­
partment. Miss Theodora P. Bdthwell 
acted as accompanist. 
Miss Landon was in excellent voice 
and sang with exceptional ease and 
artistic style. Her selections were of 
the highest order. 
Mr. Eiteman's numbers were 
rendered in his usual fine manner and 
were received with much applause. 
Prof. Cleaveland's assistance in two 
vocal duets added much to the pro­
gram and brought an enthusiastic de­
mand for an encore which was pleas­
ingly rendered. 
The following program was carri­
ed out with the addition of encores 
by each performer. ' J.; 
I 
Yesterdlay and Today Spross 
Love Like the Dawn Came Stealing 
Cadman 
The Cry of Rachael Salter 
II A 
Aria—Pace, Pace mio Dio Verdi 
(La Forza del Desitino.) 
J 
Capriccio B Minor Brahms 
Humoreske :....... Rachmaninoff 
La Chase _ — Paganini-Liszt 
Mr. Eilteman 
IV 
The First Song ^ Gotze 
Breezes of Night _r_ Gounod 
Miss Landon, Mr. Cleaveland 
V 
The Cross Roads Ward Stevens 
My Heart Has Found You .... Adams 
To A Rose „ MacFaydten 
Song of the Open ..... LaForge 
"The hero is the man who takes his 
discipline without complaint." 
Seventy-seventh Annual Commencement Program 
(Continued from page 9.) 
Thursday, June 21 
Cooperation Among- Full Salvation Evangelists 
Dr. G. F. Oliver 
Conference Sermon "Spiritual Warfare" Rev. 
Oswald J. Smith 
Conference Mass Meeting 
Messages by Rev. J. B. McBride, Rev. C. W.Ruth, 
and George J. Kttnz on Right Relations Inside 
the Movement. 
Missionary Entertainment 
Conference Sermon Rev. T. C. Henderson 
Friday—Saturday—Sunday 
Summing It Up 
A series of salvation meetings in the Methodist 
Church of Upland, in charge of Rev. T. C. Henderson, edit­
or of the Christian Witness, assisted by Rev. J. B. McBride, 
Dr. John Paul, Miss Ruth Harris and other visitors. 
Hours 10:00 A. M. and 7:30 P. M. 
Note—All programs are in the University Chape1 
when not otherwise announced. 
10 A. M. 
11 A. M. 
3 P. M. 
7 P. M. 
8 P. M. 
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EUREKA 
PH'ILALETHEAN 
LITERARY SOCIETY 
Weren't we delighted with the 
"Philo" program on the evening of 
May 18? The "Philos" are constantly 
improving. 
"All of you prospective ministers 
will do well to take heed as to how 
the decorum of the minister's house­
hold should be maintained." 
Uncle Jack's visit was enjoyed by 
all, especially when he favored us 
with the "old tunes" on the mouth 
harp. 
The highly spiritual tone of the 
program was surely a marked virtue. 
May we continue to so conduct our 
entertainments. 
—Reporter, Claude W. Groit'h. 
THALON1AN LITERARY 
SOCIETY 
meaning of the Doxology after which 
we joined in singing that hymn of 
praise. 
The Thalos melt in the chapel on 
Friday night, May 25, '23, and' elect­
ed the following officers for the 
fall term of the next school year. 
President, Arthur Rehme 
Vice President, Velma Cassidy 
Secretary, Caroline Churchill 
Treasurer, Raymond Squire 
Ass't. Treasurer, Dorothy Higgins 
Censor, Iva Hawkins 
Ass't Censor, Walter Rose 
Reporter, Willard J. McLaughlin 
Chaplain, Lloyd Olson 
Review Editor, Harold J. Oickenga 
Ass't Review Editor, Eva Oliver 
Janitor, Alva Beers 
Are we going to back up our of­
ficers next term, Thalos? Of course 
we are. With officers of such ability 
we can put across the most successful 
term the Thalos have ever known. 
—C. T. G. C'26 
On Saturday evening, May 19, par-
limentary drill was in ordter. Mr. 
Hitchcock also gave an interesting 
talk about the Ozark Mountains. The 
lasit series of the triangular debate 
was held on May 26. The question 
was, Resolved, That a classical educa­
tion is of more value than a vocation­
al education. The affirmative debators 
were Mr. Taber and Mr. Ketchum.1 
The negative debators (the winners 
of the other debate of the series) 
were Mr. Young and Mr. S'nell. The 
judges selected for the notable oc­
casion were: Miss Krause, Miss Mil­
dred Kellar and Mr. Rexford Smith. 
They decided in favor of the affirma­
tive. 
In spite of 'the out-door activities 
there was a goodly number at the 
club. We all know that it is hardest 
to get a good attendance during the 
spring term. Let us as Eurekans have 
an unusually good record this spring 
term- by making the club what it 
ought to be. —W. D. A.'24 
THE PENNSYLVANIA 
AUXILIARY 
The Thalonian Literary Society 
sounded a new note in the harmony 
of Thalo programs when the program 
in which hymnology played a chief 
part, was presented. 
The president, Mr. John S. Denbo, 
talked on the significance of hymns. 
Then a number of hymns were sung 
by the Misses Ortlip, Krause and Lar­
son, each of whom had ukeleles. They 
were accompanied by Senior Diaz 
with his Hawaian guitar. Mr. Loptt-
son, ukelele; Mr. Gegan, banjo; Mr. 
L. Olson, guitar. Miss Hawkins assist­
ed by the Misses Cassidy and Ortlip 
gave a musical reading entitled Sweet 
Home. Miss Cassidy then sang the 
hymn entitled "Near the Cross." Miss 
Kobyashi in her inimitable fashion a 
hymn of adoration. Miss Cassidy, who 
always was inquisitive, wished to 
know how many of the audience could 
recognize their own familiar hymns. 
Accordingly Miss Ortlip played the 
opening bars of familiar hymns and 
persons in the audience named them. 
Messrs. Henning and Kendrick recog­
nized the most. Miss Dorothy Higgins 
gave a beautiful pantomime of the 
hymn "Publish Glad Tidings". Then 
Miss Hawkins told us the history and 
EULOGONIAN DEBATING 
CLUB 
The faithful Eulogonians who came 
to the club meeting in the library 
on Saturday, May 25, enjoyed a very 
fine program. Parliamentary drill was 
the order of the hour. 
Eulogs, if you do not come to your 
meetings, you will be missing some­
thing. The members who were pres­
ent took part in the drill and various 
difficult, points of Parliamentary Law 
were cleared. 
Mr. Edmund Cortez, and able par­
liamentarian, presided during the 
drill and explained hazy points. 
Mr.' Daughenbaugh, the critic pro 
tempore, made some suggestions which 
were well placed and also well receiv­
ed. —C. T. G. C'26 
O, friends in Pennsylvania, the time 
is drawing near when we shall be a^ 
mong you. Keep your hearts open to 
the Father in our behalf. He can bless 
and bless bountifully. We have been 
trying in p'art to prepare a harvest 
and He is sending forth the laborers 
into the harvest fields. Are they white 
already to the harvest? He knows. 
We would ask you to receive the 
Auxiliary's representatives as God's, 
for such they are. May they be as 
great a blessing to you as they have 
been to us. 
Students of Taylor University, we 
call on you once again for your pray­
ers. Pray that Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
New York, and the other states where­
in Taylor students will be working 
this summer will be blessed by their 
presence. 
O, our friends, pray that God will 
cse us in His Kingdom. Pray, pray, 
pray! God's blessing be upon us all. 
—F. A. Rowland '26. 
• — — — — -
Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way 
And You'll Realize Real Eyes J 
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION, IND. J 
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies 
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COSMOPOLITAN CLUB 
No doubt you have read our club 
report in Echo Volume X No. 15, con­
cerning' a Sunday afternoon service of 
which the Cosmopolitan Club elected 
a committee of three, sometime ago 
to confer with Dr. Paul to have a 
missionary service. Our beloved Dr. 
John Paul, the president of Taylor 
University, graciously granted to us 
our request and we had a glorious 
meeting Sunday afternoon, May 27, at 
three p. m. at Shreiner Auditorum. 
At two o'clock in the afternoon, all 
of our members had a prayer meet­
ing at the Prof. Lamale's Studio for 
an hour. At this time, the weather 
was rather gloomy and heavy rain 
was falling but our Lord answered 
our prayer and the rain stopped in-
cidently for the whole, afternoon. 
The auditorium was more than 
three fourths filled and the platform 
was entirely occupied by the members 
of the Cosmopolitan Club. 
The meeting was opened with a 
splendid song service under the 
direction of Senior Leonardo Diaz, of 
Peru, South America. Invocation by 
our Japanese brother, Reverend Kuru-
mada, then our president, Mr. Han 
Hain Chang of China made the intro­
ductory remarks. Mr. Chang's speech 
summed up with these phrases. 
1. "We came here to watch your 
(American) religious life." 
2. "We came here to watch your 
daily social life." 
3. "We came here to waltph your 
national life." 
The next speaker on the program 
was Miss Kobayashi of Tokio, Japan. 
She told the audience the purpose of 
her preparation alt Taylor. She said 
that she will use her talent for Jesus 
when she goes back to Japan next 
year. She told also how the Japanese 
peoples worship "Sun" and "Buddah". 
FARM FOR SALE 
20 acres of black, tile-drained ground; 
six-room house with cellar; barn 18x 
36; chicken house; well and cistern; 
most all kind's of fruit trees; sugar 
maple trees and other timber. 5 
minutes wals from Taylor University 
and ten minutes walk to business part 
of town on cement sidewalk. City 
water and electric lights available. 
For further information inquire, 
RILEY WATERMAN 
Upland, Ind., R. D. No. 1. 
HURRAH! HURRAH! 
CARTER'S COME TO TOWN! The store for all the people. Dry 
Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-wear, Shoes and Men's Furnishings. 
200-202 C A R T E R  FORMERLY 
The Price Cutter HENRY BLARES 
WEST MAIN ST. Hartford City, Indiana STORE 
LONG'S 
'Always" A Superior Grade. 
OFFICE 120 W. 3rd ST. 
CLEANERS 
DYERS 
Send Orders by Parcel Post. 
MARION, IND. 
I 'Red" and "John" 
I 
Ilaydcn-Lieber Company 
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS 
Hartford City, Indiana. 
We appieciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who I 
crade he.e a lull measure of value for their money. | 
Always 
something of 
inteie t 
at the big 
Weiler 
Stores 
mnznaEnanm 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN 
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Largest 
Distributors 
of quality 
merchandise 
in eastern 
Indiana 
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Then Mr. Young Han Ohoo was in- in the union should substitute lite-
troduced to 'the audience as a Taylor imprisonment for capital punishment, 
time adjuster, who spoke on Korea as Affirmative Misses Rowland and Bal-
a fertile mission field'. He largely schmeider, negative Misses Ortlip and 
dwelled on the conditions of the Krouse. After the decision in favor 
country. Remarkable changes have of the negative, the critic rendered 
been wrought by the efforts of the her report. It was excellent and the 
American missionaries during the last club heartily concurs with the presid-
thirty-seven years of missionary work ent's statement that we always look 
Dr. 0. M. Flinn 
DENTIST 
Marion, Indiana 
402 Glass Block Phone 384 
Special Inducements to Students 
among the Koreans. 
First woman school (Eva Harktang) 
was founded in 18S7 by the Mef.hod-
ist Womans Foreign Mission Board. 
First Hospital was Started by Dr. 
Allen of Presbyterian church. 
forward to Miss Hessenauer's con-
tiibution to the evening. 
May twenty-sixth marked the in'tro-
di ction of several topics of world in­
terest. .''The Church and World Prob­
lems" wis the general lopjic and we 
I 
J Upland 
BEN BRADFORD 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
Indiana! 
If any Korean becomes a Christian traveled from America to the Near 
he has a hair cut to tell the world that East, from the Near East to 
he is a follower of C'hrist. 
Korea is very urgently calling for 
the fire burning missionaries, medic­
al missionary, teachers for colleges, 
high schools and elementary schools, 
financial aid to build the school build­
ings for many students wanting ito go 
to school but no rooms for them. 
Thousands of young men and women 
have been turned away by the school 
authorities because they have no room 
for them. 
Mr. Diaz, the converted bull fight­
er, the South American Caruso, sang 
a blessed song "Love is Greater than 
Grace" which inspired many hungry 
hearts. 
Mr. Soudah, the Arabian, gave a 
India, and from India back to the 
Americas. We only regret that the 
time did not allow is to hear the re­
mainder of the program. Our censor 
is to be congratulated on the interest­
ing program with which she has pro­
vided us. 
Only a few more meetings, Tahas! 
Let us make them count. Let the year 
end with our record unstained, 
with a clear fresh page open for next 
year's report. 
—F. A. Rowland '26. 
VOLUNTEER BAND 
Mr. I. M. Bonner, president of the 
Band, had charge of the meeting on 
Mav 14. His theme was "The Agony 
thrilling speech concerning the needs of prayer" He read for a Scripture 
of Arabia. He told us that Jesus is 
the predominant figure in our lives. 
His message was such that the whole 
audience felt the spirit of God in the 
midst of them. 
Mr. Chang, representing all the 
foreign students, made a final plea 
with these words, "We want Jesus'. 
"China, Korea, Japan, Arabia and 
Peru want Jesus, nothing else." 
Miss Clench of Canada was pianist 
for the occasion. She certainly play­
ed well. 
The meeting was closed with the 
benediction by Dr. Paul. 
The Cosmopolitan Club appreciated 
very much the opportunity to pres­
ent its plea for the Light and the 
generosity of Dr. Paul and the pa­
tience of the attentive audience. 
—Young Han Choo. 
SOANGETAHA 
lesion, Luke 22:39-45. Following is 
a brief synopsis of his message. 
Our prayers often go farthest when 
words fail i s. Some may be lost be­
cause we fail to prav. The essential 
requirements for effective prayer for 
(''hers are, first, we must be saved 
through and through; second, we must 
know the need; third, we must have 
gone through a part of the experience 
of those for whom we pray. There 
are three classes in the realm of mis­
sions for whom we should pray—the 
missionary himself, the native Chr'sti-
ans, and for the church alt home that 
it may be faithful in doing its part.. 
On May 21 Dr. Keith conducted the 
service. He read from the Scriptures, 
Acts 16:6-16. He emphasized the fol­
lowing points: 1. In the face of the 
difficulties which a missionary must 
meet it is necessary for him to be 
sure of his call. People will not flock 
On May nineteenth the 'Tahas were to the altar everywhere. He must 
pleased to welcome into their midst have courage to wait for people to 
the members of the other debating be truly converted. William Carey 
clubs, particularly those of the worked twenty-five years before he 
Mnanka and Eulogonian. They listen- had a single convert. 2. It is necessary 
ed with us to a prepared debate on to live the Gospel as well as to preach 
the subject Resolved, That every state it. The missionary must keep up his 
All the latest 
Sheet Music 
Victor Records 
Flayer Rolls 
S' einway 
Pianos and 
other leading 
makes of 
Pianos and 
Player Pianos 
House of Butler 
Marion, Ind. 
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent 
SHOE CO. 
t pposite ulass Block 
MARION, INDIANA 
Ralph C. Ccttrell 
Glasses Scientificall, Fitted 
SPECIAL RATES TO 
STUDENTS 
i21-':22 Marion National Bank J 
[Phone 246 Marion, Ind. J 
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prayer life. His private devotions 
must not be allowed to suffer. He 
spoke of having asked a certain boy 
what attracted him to Christianity. 
His answer was, "The gentle way you 
folks have treated us." 3. We must 
not become discouraged. He cited two 
examples of men who stood true amid 
discouragement. Cyrus Hamilton he 
said bought a beautiful location for 
a college, but waited ten years be­
fore the first stone was laid' for 
Robert's College, Again a certain mis­
sionary in Borneo found his support 
from the homeland was cut off. He 
refused to return home but support­
ed himself by working at one thing 
and then another and is now carrying 
on his missionary work among the 
"head hunters" of that island, 4. Pre­
paration for the field is necessary. 5. 
When success has been met, the mis­
sionary must give God the glory. 
—Otto W. Michel '24. 
Vale Russell 
Cradle Song Kreisler 
Nadeschda Thomas 
Doris Atkinson 
Hungarian Fantasy Liszt 
(Orchestral parts by Mr. Eiteman) 
YOUNG BROTHERS 
MASTER MECHANICS IN 
REX & CO. 
SHOES SOLED 
•and 
REPAIRED 
• ROOM 9 SICKLER DORM.^ 
! 
( 
TINNING, PLUMBING 
SHEET METAL WORK 
FURNACES and FURNACE } 
WORK { 
Repair Work 
Our Specialty I 
Gas City 
Phone 213 
Upland | 
Phone 22j 
RADIO 
and 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 
BRANDON ELECTRIC CO. j 
206 Brennun St. 
jSee Harold Ellison. { 
No doubt you believe 
THE LARRIMER ART SHOP 
| is the very best place in this sec-1 
! tion for photographs and frames. I 
I As usual, this year, we give 25% 1 
PIANO RECITAL 
Tuesday evening May 29, 1923 in 
Shreiner Auditorium, Miss Esther 
Mary Atkinson, Student of Wilford J. 
Eiteman, gave her first piano recital. 
She was assisted by two of her sisters, 
Miss Doris, contralto and Miss Mil-
died, accompanist. 
When one considers that. Miss 
Esther is only 15 years of age, her re-
cilal was wonderful in many respects. 
Some day she will be a real artist, for 
she has the talenlt, personality and 
and temperament to make one. 
Her program was varied and charm­
ing. All the numbers gave evidence 
of good tonal work and the Hungar­
ian Fantasy with orchestral parts by 
Mr. Eiteman was played with great 
brilliancy. Her encore, "To a Wild 
Rose", by McDowell, was in pleasing 
contrast. 
Miss Doris' rich contralto voice nev­
er fail to delight an audience, Her 
two german numbers were especial­
ly good. 
The program was as follows: 
Sonata Op. 7 - Grieg 
Allegro Moderato 
Legend of the Plains Cadman 
Hungary Koelling 
A Gipsy Maiden - - Parker 
Mistletoe — Crist 
La Gioconda ("Voce di donna") 
Ponchielli 
Doris Atkinson 
Valse of Love - Krahn 
Prelude — Chopin 
Staccato Etude Friml 
A. D. FREESE 
{REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE J 
(discount to Taylor students, and j 
I promise you our best work. i 
i I 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
{Courier Office Phone 1061 | 
DR. H. N. TURNEY 
DENTIST 
Phone 58. Marion, Indiana 
X-iiay Equipment 
508 Marion National Bank B dg. 
JOHN H. WILLMAN 
FURNITURE 
Rugs, Linoleums and 
Draperies 
Also Eureka Electric 
Sweepers 
COLUMBIA GRAFANOLAS AND 
COLUMBIA RECORDS 
Phone 418 North Side of Square 
HARTFORD CITY 
CLOTHGRAFT STANDARD SERGE 
Blue, Gray and Brown 
The world's largest selling suit. Made 
in the largest single unit clothing 
plant ever known. 
Regular Models $27.00 in 
Sport Models $30.00 
The Golden Eagle 
UPLAND GAS CITY 
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W. E. WAGONER 
DENTIST 
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
ATHLETIC REPORT 
EULOGONIAN v« EUREKA 
The Eulogonian debating club base 
ball team failed to capture the second 
victory of the interclub series in the 
game played Saturday, May nine­
teenth. Due to nothing more or less 
than good playing the Eurekans rose 
in grim determination and by their 
efforts wrapped the laurel of victory 
about their noble brows. 
The two teams struggled on an even 
basis for several innings until the 
first of the fourth. The Eulogonians 
at this stage realizing that the Eur-
ekan team was getting the better of 
them, began to strive manfully to 
overcome their opponents, but alas! 
too 1 alte! What !the Eurekans had gain­
ed was increased gradually until at 
the end of the ninth inning the score 
stood eleven to sixteen in their favor. 
LINE UP 
Burekan Eulogonian 
Player runs Player runs 
Lin dell R. F. 1 Ern Smith C. 3 
A .  T h o m p s o n  2 B .  2  J o n e s  I B .  1  
M. Thompson 3B. 2 McCrimmon 3B. 1 
Lopftson C. F. 2 Earl Smith C.F. 2 
Christensen IB. 2 Witmer RF. 1 
Stewart P. 2 Daughenbaugh SS. 1 
Garltrell C. 2 Eaton P. 1 
Whitenack LF. 0 Okenga 2B. 0 
Roup 3B. 3 Perry 3B. 1 
Poston LF. 0 
Total 16 Total 11 
PHILO vs THALO 
Saturday, May twenty-sixth proved 
to be the "zero hour" of the inter-
society base ball series. Due to the 
lateness of the term ilt was decided' to 
play these games in preference to Ithe 
inter-club series. Accordingly at nine 
o'clock some eighteen men lined them­
selves up and proceedings were be­
gun shortly. 
The Philos took the field and for 
the first three innings not one man 
saw home plate. 
! Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. 
The Thalos soon began to "find the 
range" and began an onslaught of 
batting that completely demoralized 
their opponents. Time after time the 
Philos came wearily into bat only to 
return again with no results. Final­
ly in the seventh inning '.they succeed­
ed in bringing home two runs, 'their 
only runs for the game while the 
Thalos romped around the bases time 
after time until finally out of pure 
pity, it seemed, they tamed down and 
left the field with a score of fifteen 
to two in their favor. 
However as a word of encourage­
ment to the disheartened Philos let 
us say that most of the runs gained 
by their opponents was due to a lack 
of 'team work which will develop as 
the men become more accustomed to 
the field and to each other. You have 
a good chance to win, noble Philale-
t.heans, let's go. 
A thing that was quite noticeable 
about this game was the comparative 
lack of disputing between the um­
pire and teams. This is to your credit, 
players, and to you, "Davie", for you 
did ydur level best as an umpire. 
LINE UP 
Philos Thalos 
Player runs Player runs 
Gartrell C. 0 Ern Smith C. 4 
Whitenack L. F. 1 G, Stoddard 2B. 3 
A. Thompson 2B. 0 Christensen IB. 3 
M. Thompson CF. 1 Earl Smilth SS 2 
Tarbell R. F. 0 McLaughlin 3B 0 
Rupp 3B. 0 Pilgrim C. F. 0 
Cook IB. 0 Loptson P. 1 
Stewart SS. 0 Naden LF. 0 
Ealton P. 0 Lindell R. F. 2 
Cortez 2B. 0 
Ketcham L. F. 0 
Total 2 Total 15 
Umpire: M. Davis. 
DR. F. L. RESLER I 
1HYSICIAN AND SURGEON } 
Cifice Over Postoffice j 
PI ones: Office 1132. i.es., 104 I 
upland, Ineiana 
IN MARION 
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
and Millinery 
coT7! 
THIRD AND ADAMJ S~W. 
For Men's Wear 
"When a person is down in the 
world, an ounce of help is better than 
a pound of preaching." 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined 
and registered Optometrists. 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LEi\SES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
MARION, IND. 
South Siue Squaie. Phone 1410 
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jKEEVER'S GARAGE i 
TAXI SERVICE 
Anywhere, Day or Night 
I Phones: Garage 172, House 31 
Upland, Indiana ] 
OUR RESPONSIBILITIES 
REV. W. E. SHEPARD 
VISITS TAYLOR 
! J. C. KNOTT D. C. 
CHIROPRACTOR j 
| Graduate Palmer School of j 
Chiropractic I 
I N. Side Square 
| Phone 372. Hartford City, Ind. 
•  - - - - - - -  -
Only one life we have to live 
That life belongs to Jesus. 
All our ambitions we should give 
To Him 'who wants to teach us. 
The joy that comes by giving all 
And' following where He leads us, 
Is sweelter than the incense call 
Of meadbws where He feeds us. 
The fields are white, the lab'rers few, 
Lord, send us forth as reapers, 
And show what Thou would'st have 
us do— 
We are our brothers' keepers. 
Perhaps this hour a soul goes down— 
0 God, help us to feel it! 
And stretch a hand to place a crown 
Where Heav'ns own love may seal it. 
For soon the wheel will cease its call, 
The golden bowl be broken, 
The silver cord be loosed for all, 
The pearly-gates, swing open. 
—J. F. Link. 
FRANK R. PETERS 
DENTIST 
Successor to W. D. Place 
| 201 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind. 
S. A. MARTIN 
DENTIST 
251 S. Walnut Street 
MUNCIE, IND. 
t f 
'GOLDEN RULE REPAIR SHOP} 
All kinds of auto, harness and shoe 
| repairing. New parts furnished. I 
S. A. D. HOWARD 
(Continued from page 3) 
must be a living sacrifice and it is 
only the Christian who is alive. 
"Thus they were Christians and he 
was speaking of a second definite 
work of grace, also a death of the 
old man for it is to be a sacrifice. 
"Even though it means a throwing 
all over on God, yet iit has barely 
been done when God accepts and 
comes into that heart. 
"We are not to be conformed to the 
world bult to be transformed. 
"We are not to have our pleasures 
and desires in Egypt. 
"We are to d'o all things, in busi­
ness or elsewhere, unlto Him. 
"We are not 'to follow the fads and 
fashions of the world." 
The value of a message from a 
man like Rev. Mr. Shepard can be 
understood only by being one in his 
audience. Those who have the priv­
ilege of hearing him seldom forget 
his inspiring and helpful words. 
—L. D. 
BURRIS SMITH'S 
GIVEABLE GIFTS 
We have a fine 
Assortment of Gifts , 
for Graduates j 
! 
Mail Us Your Films, i 
Distinctive Styles In 
Hosiery 
I Hosiery that is "different" and yet 
! conforms to every requirement of 
j good taste. Women's hosiery in all 
the fashionable colors, also in 
novelty designs; some with hand 
i embroidered clocks. Price range 
{from 50c to $2.75 a pair. Let this 
| store supply your hosiery needs. 
| RISINGERS 
j North Side Square, Hartford City. 
! 
I i BLUMENTHAL & CO. 
} } "The Best Place to shop after All." 
I ; 
Marion's Greatest Style Center 
Quality Merchandise Only— ' 
HGCKETT STUDIO 
Photographer 
of the "Gem" pictures. 
Have Your Picture Taken 
By Us. 
-'"airmount Ind. 
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52. 
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. 
THE BURRIS SMITH! | Claries A. Sellers, M. D 
Gift and Art Shop j 
WEST SIDE OF SQUARE 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
) 
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 
Diagnosis. 
Portable X-Ray for bedside use. 
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford 
City, Ind. 
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very charitable boy. What is he cry­
ing about?" 
"He's crying, 'Fresh roasted pea­
nuts, 5c a bag.' " 
Heard in Chemistry I after obser­
vation trip to Hartford City Glass 
Plant and Papter Mill. 
Mr. Soudah—"What kind of paper 
do they make out of bones, profes­
sor?" 
Mr. Lindell—"Why, man, you are 
thinking of fertilizer. 
Miss Draper—"What kind of papier 
do they make out of rags?" 
Member of class—"Linen paper." 
Mr. Eaton—"They make linen pap­
er out of flax seed." 
Orlo Rupp, at dinner—"I don't care 
for any hash." 
Mr. Eiteman—"I don't see why not? 
You have been eating this all week."-
Helen Shoemaker, at table—"I ad­
mire the Freshmen class for their 
pep in putting up their class banner." 
Mr. Ketchem—"I wonder if you 
know who you are admiring." 
Heard in Expression: 
Miss Atkinson, (criticising Miss 
Mapes)—"Pardon me, but would that 
character be on her back foot?" 
Miss Mapes—"I suppose she would 
be on both feet." 
NELSON STUDIO 
You have friends they should 
have a Nelson portrait of you. 
223 W. Main St. Hartford City Ind. ] 
If it's Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or 
Buns or anything in the Bakery 
line you want, call the 
UPLAND BAKERY 
PI one 382 Guy Swartz," Prop, j 
| CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S.j 
| Dentistry and Oral Surgery | 
j I. O. O. F. Bldg. Phone 115 J 
I Hartford City, Indiana j 
Manager, as they entered the glass 
plant—"Watch your heads". 
Miss Draper, coming out of factory 
—"Are we all here?" 
Mildred Radaker— "Count the 
heads." 
Stranger—"What are you planting 
to-dlay?" 
Holterman—"Irish!" 
Stranger—"Irish?" 
Holterman—"Some people say 'flags'. 
Stranger—"Who 'flagged' you?" 
Holterman—"Irish!" 
"Torm" Eaton—"Where do they 
make that paper that looks like Miss 
Radaker's coat—"I mean a dappled 
horse?" 
In the Observatory 
"Midge"—Clapping her hands over 
her mouth, "Oh, I had onions for din­
ner." 
Mr. Russel—"Do you think you need 
to tell us?" 
Misses Shoemaker and Picklesimer "Kitty" Bieri, scratching her head, 
went for a motorcycle ridle with Mr. "Oh my head itches so to-night." 
Lindell. Yes, Miss Draper gave them (Quickly adds) "Oh, but I know there 
permission but Gib and Beane were js nothing in it." 
not there. 
Mrs. Jones—"I hope every boy and 
Dean Wray in Bible VI—"Mr. Gar- gjrl learns to cook." 
trell, I have Ithree Monday absences Martin Thompson, emphatically—"I 
against you." hope so too." 
Mr. Gartrell—"I was sick last Mon-
Miss Briggs—"Reading the last is-
that sue of the Echo—"It says here, Miss 
j Cut Flowers 
j of all kinds in season 
j Help Taylor University byj 
[purchasing your cut flowers} 
j and potted plants from us. j 
I Taylor University j 
Greenhouse 
1 B. A. Atkinson, Florist | 
[Phone 894 Upland, Ind.| 
I 
day." 
Dr. Wray—"Oh, you were; 
makes four then. I have you marked Brunner, that your courting days are 
present last Monday." 
Is he a Fantasy? 
Mr. Lyon, in psychology, "If you 
should see a lion with a man's head 
that would be a fantasy." 
over. 
Miss Brunner-
truth now." 
-"That's not the 
see 
the 
your 
Gem, 
Kitty Bieri—"Did you 
picture with Tommy in 
Midge?" 
Dot Leech—"It has a question mark 
We will allow a 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
to all Taylor U. Students on 
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
Men's Furnishings, Shoes 
t and Dry Goods 
Midge" Ortlip—"Yes, but that is 
Miss Creek, in teacher training pen- ^ 
manship class—"You see people mak- under it." 
ing eyes in all kinds of, ways, but "Midge' 
they're most effective when made in all rubbed out now. 
the right way. Those are fittest to be employed 
"Father, will you give me five cents for God who are low in their own 
for a poor man who is outside cry- eyes, and are made deeply sensible of 
jngi" their own weakness and unworthi-
"Yes, son, here it is. You are aness.—Matthew Henry. 
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REFLECTIONS OF A VISITOR 
Two dlays and a half with faculty j 
and studenlt body was a delightful ex- J 
perience and one long to be remem- J 
bered. It was an inspiration and up- j 
lift well worth anyone's time and not •-
computable in dollars and cenlts. 
"Beautiful for situation" with its 
magnificent outlook, T. U. has "with 
one accord in one place" a host of 
young life resolved to "live peacably 
with all men" (each other) "redeem­
ing the time" with "whatsoever things 
are true, whatsoever things are hon­
est, whatsoever things are just, what­
soever things are pure, whatsoever 
things are lovely, whatsoever things 
are of good report." They are learn­
ing to "abhor that which is evil and 
cleave to that which is good." This 
pu'ts character mathematics on the «-----
daily program, "adding faith to vir­
tue and to virtue knowledge, and to 
knowledge temperance, and to tem­
perance, patience and to patience, 
godliness and' to godliness brotherly 
kindness, thus making it sure that 
those preparing for the lay field will 
be not slothful in business." while 
those who have heard the call "Come 
over and help" and "go ye into all 
the world and preach the Gospel" 
have chosen a splendid place to put 
on the "whole armour" for this "high 
calling." 
"Rejoice ever more" and "Enter in­
to His gates with thanksgiving and 
praise" permeate the chapel hour and 
give zest, and joy to studies, recrea­
tion and socal activities befitting a 
thoroughly Christian school. "Covet 
earnestly the best gifts" is the only 
motto in keeping with its Standards 
for mental and spiritual development 
and every son and daughter who get 
all Taylor University wants them to 
have will possess a heritage "more 
precious than rubies" with "length of 
days in her right hand and in her 
left, hand riches and honor." 
—Lincoln Higgins. 
(Mr. Higgins recently spent a few 
days with us visiting his son and 
daughter who are students at Taylor 
We appreciate very much that Mr. 
Higgins has sent us his oplinion of T. 
Ut He has penned' not only his own, 
but the optinions of many others who 
visit Taylor. Thank you, Mr. Higgins. 
Come again ) 
DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE 
With Steam Table service, Hot 
Sandwiches at all hours and 
Coffee for the nervous 
Our dinner lunch is 25c 
0. C. BOWEN & CO. 
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS 
GROCERIES, 
GENTS' FURNISHINGS 
Upland Indiana 
Miller Lumber & Mfg. Co. 
EVERYTHING IN BUILDING 
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL 
Upland, Ind. Phone 211 
FOR WALL PAPER, SCHOOL 
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES 
Fountain Pens, Toilet Articles 
Go To 
VAN WINKLE'S DRUG STORE i 
Hartford City, Indiana { 
CITY BARBER SHOP 
Barber Supplies For Sale 
TROUT & WEAVER 
UPLAND STATE BANK 
Upland, Ind. 
Capital $25,000.00 
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00 
I. M. MILLER, Piesident 
E. L. RRAGG, Cashier 
I 
The more we hear the name of God 
despised and abused the more we 
ought to love and honor it.—Hall. 
WOMEN'S WEAR 
THE QUEEN CITY 
OPPOSITE CLASS BLOCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 507 
Quality 
Hosiery 
High Grade 
SHOES 
jW. A. HOLLIS, M. D.j 
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT 
j Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. 
Hartfor.d City, Ind. 
The University Grocery 
Full Line of Groceries, Notions, 
Hosiery, Etc. 
CANDY—YUM! YUM! 
Good Eats in General 
SERVICE HARDWARE 
The first Hardware Store on 
your way down town. 
Student Patronage Solicited. 
Upland Indiana) 
SEND IT TO 
"THE HOUSE 
OF CLEANLINESS" 
Laundry 
Dry Cleaning 
Carpet Cleaning 
Watch for the White Truck 
BROWN LAUNDRY 
& Dry Cleaning Co. 
LOYD OLSON, Agent 
Taylor University 
John Paul, D. D., President 
Fall Opening, September 26, 1923 
Graduate Theological Seminary, 
Newton Wray, A. B., D. D., Dean. 
Schools of Music and Expression, 
exceptional quality. 
College of Liberal Arts, 
Pre-medical courses. 
Normal courses in education, 
recognized by the State. 
Academy of highest rank. 
Address Dean B. W. Ayres, Ph. D., or the President, 
Upland, Indiana 
Special note should be made of the Taylor University 
School of Music, which has its own beautifully equipped 
building-, a faculty of outstanding talent, and an envi­
able reputation throughout the nation. 
